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Overview

The Smart Home team has completed its first user research effort. 
The study was a “quick and dirty” exercise - 15 interviews with a 
scripted protocol**. Everyone on the Smart Home team 
participated and conducted interviews. The goal was to validate 
our hypothesis.

15 interviews were completed March 28 - April 03, 2016.

**Interview protocol can be found in the MozSmartHome UR#1 folder

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0By5ZvBZQRgjRVjFuTHNTOXBEVUU


Hypothesis 

Hypothesis to Validate

Babysitting Age kids (12-15) and Independent Elderly people have 
caregivers who question their independence. Both groups of 
caregivers want an ability to monitor/control these audiences.

These audiences desire different products than their caregivers, 
because the needs of the audience and the caregiver are not the 
same.
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Research Goals

The goal of this first study was to gain insight into what 
independence (in the home) “feels like” for our audience, to 
understand what factors contribute to a lack of freedom and 
independence and how this limits their feeling of independence.

We looked at a human need across audiences - we know there 
are differences, but we wanted to identify the common ground.



Recruitment

We recruited friends and family via email. Craigslist.com and 
NextDoor.com** were also used to recruit for our 15 interviews.

As the theme of our research was focused on emerging and 
diminishing levels of independence in support of our hypothesis, 
we recruited people comfortable answering questions about their 
daily routine and their home.

**Recruiting samples can be found in the MozSmartHome UR#1 folder

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0By5ZvBZQRgjRVjFuTHNTOXBEVUU


15 Participants

Male, 15
San Rafael - USA

Female, 12
Eugene, OR - USA

Female, 15
San Jose, CA - USA

Male, 15
Eugene, OR - USA

Male, 15
San Rafael - USA

Male, 65
Eugene, OR - USA

Female, 59
Eugene, OR - USA

Male, 64
Eugene, OR - USA

Female, 70
Vancouver, BC - Canada

Female, 69
Vancouver, BC - Canada

Female, 70
Victoria, BC - Canada

Female, 73
Zaragova - Spain

Female, 65
Zaragova - Spain

Male, 64
San Jose, CA - USA

Female, 70
San Jose, CA - USA
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}
}



Interview Guides & Consent Forms
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independence 

feel like?



OBSERVATIONS

Independence feels like... 

having freedom to choose how I spend my time.

I manage my 
own life

Empowered to 
make plans and 

my own 
decisions

I know how to 
problem solve 
(confidence)



OBSERVATIONS

Independence feels like... 

Limited adult 
supervision

No 
appointments, no 
requirements, no 

problems to 
solve.

Finishing 
something 

means I’m free 
(homework)

When it fits into 
my schedule

I can take my 
time and do it at 

my own pace

having no obligations.



OBSERVATIONS

Independence feels like... 

Walking to all the 
things I need to 

get to
Ability to drive

having unlimited mobility.



OBSERVATIONS

Independence feels like... 

Doing something 
I love, like 

reading

Having to time 
to draw

having space for my passions & hobbies.

Sewing or 
cooking



OBSERVATIONS

Independence feels like... 

Everything I 
need is in here 

(in my bedroom)

A quiet, clean 
environment

having my own private space.

In my own 
space, my 
workshop



OBSERVATIONS

Independence feels like... 

Books, wine A cup of tea

having time to indulge, free of worry.

Smoking 
marijuana meditate Do nothing



OBSERVATIONS

Independence feels like... 

Seeing things 
tidy makes me 

happy. It relaxes 
me.

when I’ve 
actually finished 

all of my 
homework

having everything organized and in order.

Clutter just looks 
like jobs to be 

done



What limits your 
independence?



OBSERVATIONS

Limited independence feels like... 

Not enough 
money

I don’t like being 
interrupted

having a lack of choices.

My health 
impacts where I 
go and what I 

can do

Feels like I’m 
doing it for them, 

not me

Not asked, but 
told… it doesn’t 
me it’s a good 

time for me



OBSERVATIONS

Limited independence feels like... 

Household 
chores and 

management
homework

having too many obligations.

I’m always busy
Doesn’t want to 
go to dinner, but 

can’t say no

Doing something 
on someone 

else’s schedule



OBSERVATIONS

Limited independence feels like... 

Saying no is 
hard

Feels like I’m 
doing something 

for them 
[parents] not for 

me

having people require something of me (and my time).

Waiting and 
relying on others

People, family do 
not contribute to 

my feeling of 
relaxation

They drop in and 
out with little 

thought to what I 
might want.



OBSERVATIONS

Limited independence feels like... 

General anxiety 
and fear

Technology that 
doesn’t work for 

me

having worry or frustrations.

Remembering / 
forgetting things

Areas in which I 
have little 

competence, like 
finances

It’s difficult to 
look for help



3 Themes 
Emerged



THEME 01
Desire for Autonomy 
Choice + Control



I don’t plan for the worst. I don’t pre-worry. 

I want to make my own decisions - when I 
want to make them.

“

”
THEME 01  Choice + Control



Choice + Control
OBSERVATIONS

Freedom = 
do things on my 
own and make 

decisions

Free = Decide 
what I want to 

accomplish

It is still my 
choice / Freedom 

to choose

Freedom is not 
doing things just 
because others 

want me to

Freedom is 
moving under my 
own steam, under 

my own 
motivation

Things happen at 
my time like when 

I want it to
happen

I’m responsible 
for myself

I can do what I 
want… I’m 

learning to be 
independent



Choice + Control
IMPLICATIONS

I want others to trust in my ability to make my own decisions

I want burden relief, not one more thing to worry about

I want people to ask for my time, not expect it

I want the space to do things in my own time 



THEME 02
Desire to Connect with 
People



I have a best friend from middle school who 
is not in same highschool as me, we are on 
mute and we don’t talk, we stay up together 
[at night while finishing homework], has her 
presence through online.

“

”
THEME 02  Connect with People



Connecting to People / Creating Community
OBSERVATIONS

Always on 
presence, we are 
on mute, we don’t 
talk. We stay up 

together.

Care & Concern 
= community

It’s hard for me to 
make decisions 

by myself

Community = 
share what you 

can share

If you don’t keep 
in touch with 

people, you don’t 
see them

Intentional 
communities of 

similar aged 
people = trust

Knowing you can 
depend on others 

to help you, 
makes you feel 

safe

Facetime in my 
sewing room with 
my sister, it’s how 
we motivate each 

other.



Connecting to People / Community
IMPLICATIONS

I want to connect with people, but I want to do it on my terms

I want to know that people are thinking of me

I want to be treated with respect



THEME 03
Desire to Anticipate + 
Control Interruptions



I feel resentful when other people don’t 
consider my time, my life, or my schedule.

“

”
THEME 03  Anticipate + Control Interruptions



Anticipate + Control Interruptions
OBSERVATIONS

I don’t like being 
interrupted

I don’t want to do 
that chore right 

now, at this 
moment.

I might save 
things up and 
interrupt him 

once, instead of 
every 10 min

It doesn’t mean 
it’s a good time 

for me...

Someone keeps 
asking you do it is 
annoying… feels 
like I am doing it 
for them not for 

me.

Distractions get in 
the way of 

remembering

Maybe just tell 
me once and 
trust that I’m 
going to do it.

Feel resentful 
when other 

peoples’ requests 
don’t consider my 
time/life/schedule

I need to be given 
time to make 
decisions...

Feel that 
anxiety/need to 

check and 
recheck the stove



Anticipate & Control Interruptions
IMPLICATIONS

I want reassurance that everything is okay

I want my time (and me) to be treated with respect

I want the space I’m in to communicate my status / level of availability

I want to communicate a need (without adding to someone else’s burden)



Closing thoughts



Next Steps 
What We’re Doing



Closing thoughts

This research uncovered an unexpected idea: connecting with 
other people, creating a community, is one action that makes 
people feel independent and free.

The desire to connect with other people strongly resonated with 
our team. We all have a base need to connect with others, 
especially in the context of our homes. So we’ve decided to 
explore this in more detail.

See our hypothesis as of Apr 25 + our 2nd checkin with the PIB.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1v1PRYC6IbkbMk_QroFYhu9DgfvxmmvdbBNOFAeM5oyQ
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/14WFC-ziHbdrlpDgrRAbB-1uibCdzuZaKjh2q9EBlc7I


Next Steps 
What You Could Try *



Other topics to investigate

House full 
of people 

(multiple accounts, 
schedules, and 

needs)

Procrastination

How do people 
communicate 

status & 
availability?

Recognition 
& motivation

Connecting 
people to their 
remote friends 

& family

Elderly single 
adults living on 

their own

Outside input 
(expertise) is 
often more 

valuable than 
parental input

Habits & 
routines



How might we communicate status or availability inside our homes?
Start by thinking of different spaces and the people who are in those spaces.

“The idea that we deliberately make a distinction between a space we are prepared for 
visitors to see -- when I'm in that space I am available to talk and welcome visitors -- and 
private spaces where I can retreat to and expect others to respect. In physical space this 
is easy to delineate - by sitting on the porch vs. moving to a different room, closing a door, 
putting on headphones. But it’s less clear on the internet - all the context is gone. If I move 
to the bedroom, my kids know to knock before entering. But my wife shares this space 
and comes right in. Setting "Busy" on my messaging client is a poor solution that lacks all 
this nuance. Sitting on my porch means I'm available to my neighbours - not the whole 
world.”

Other topics to investigate
FRAMING QUESTION #1



What are some some ways we might communicate our needs without 
adding to others’ burdens?
Start by thinking of the last time you were asked to do something.

“We see again and again that people resent being told to do things. Often the teller is just 
reminding someone of a task that needs doing. But by being the reminder they become 
the target of the irritation that accompanies being required to do something you don't 
particularly want to do; they get the blame. We see this happening between kids and 
parents, adults and friends, neighbours.”

Other topics to investigate
FRAMING QUESTION #2



Resources

Recruiting and Interview Guides:
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0By5ZvBZQRgjRVjFuTHNTOXBEVUU

Interviews:
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0By5ZvBZQRgjRQUsxQ3BUQTJYODQ

Analysis - Post-it Notes / Affinity Diagrams / Worksessions:
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B01m7pXAhdJmUm5pY1BDZWg1LW8

SmartHome wiki where we’re documenting our work as we go:
https://github.com/mozilla/smarthome.iot/wiki

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0By5ZvBZQRgjRVjFuTHNTOXBEVUU
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0By5ZvBZQRgjRVjFuTHNTOXBEVUU
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0By5ZvBZQRgjRQUsxQ3BUQTJYODQ
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0By5ZvBZQRgjRQUsxQ3BUQTJYODQ
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B01m7pXAhdJmUm5pY1BDZWg1LW8
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B01m7pXAhdJmUm5pY1BDZWg1LW8
https://github.com/mozilla/smarthome.iot/wiki
https://github.com/mozilla/smarthome.iot/wiki


Thanks!
Next Stop: User Research #2


